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A MAPPING THEOREM FOR HILBERT CUBE MANIFOLDS

V. S. PRASAD1

Abstract. We show that every compact connected Hubert cube manifold M can be

obtained from the Hubert cube Q by making identifications on a face of Q. Some

applications of this result to measure preserving homeomorphisms on M are given:

( 1 ) The first is concerned with which measures on M are equivalent to each other by

homeomorphisms. (2) The second application is about approximating invertible

Borel measurable transformations of M by measure preserving homeomorphisms of

M. (3) The final application is concerned with generic properties of measure

preserving homeomorphisms of M.

0. Introduction. Suppose N is a compact connected «-manifold. Then it is easy to

see that if TV is triangulable then N can be obtained from the n-cube A" by making

identifications on the boundary 3A" (indeed, by knocking down adjacent walls in

some triangulation of the manifold one obtains the result). In [B], M. Brown and B.

Cassler proved that the same result is true even when the manifold is not triangula-

ble.

In this note we obtain the analagous result for compact connected Hilbert cube

manifolds. One proof of this result is merely the observation that the same proof

that Brown and Cassler employ can be extended to cover the Hilbert cube manifold

case. An alternate proof uses Chapman's result that every g-manifold can be

triangulated and then appeals to Brown's theorem in the triangulated case.

In §2, this theorem is used to show that many results concerning measure

preserving homeomorphisms of Hilbert cubes can be extended to results about

measure preserving homeomorphisms of Hilbert cube manifolds.

1. The mapping theorem. Let Q = nj°[0,1] be the Hilbert cube. By a ö-manifold

M, we mean a separable metric manifold modeled on Q, with d the metric on M.

Theorem 1. Let M be a compact connected Hilbert cube manifold. Then there is a

continuous map 0: Q X [0,1] -» M such that:

(i) $ is surjective.

(ii) $ | Q X [0,1) is a homeomorphism onto its image.

(iii) Í>(f2 X {1}) is closed nowhere dense in M and disjoint from $(ß X [0,1)).
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Proof. We offer two proofs.

The first proof is merely the observation that the simple proof given by Brown

and Cassler works for the Hilbert cube manifold case if one engulfs by collared

neighborhoods of the form Q X [0, r) in place of the balls of radius r; i.e. by using

collared neighborhoods in M of the form Q X [0, r) one can engulf most of the

manifold (all except a closed nowhere dense subset of M). (Brown's proof can also

be found in [C-V].)

The second proof uses some deep results on g-manifolds which can be found in

[C]. I am indebted to both J. West and D. Curtis for suggesting this proof. Since

every g-manifold can be triangulated [C], M is homeomorphic to K X Q for some

compact connected polyhedron K. Let N he a regular neighborhood of K in some

Euclidean space R". Since the natural retraction of N onto A' is a simple homotopy

equivalence, N X Q is homeomorphic to K X Q [C]. By Brown's theorem in the

triangulated case, there exists a (piecewise linear) surjection <#>: A" -» JV such that

<f> | A" is a homeomorphism onto its image and <p~'<i>(9A") = 3A". Let h: I" X / -» A"

X/bea homeomorphism such that h(I" X [0,1)) = Â" X [0,1). Then define $:

Q X [0,1] -» M as the composition

AXid <f>XidXid g

/"X/Xßn+1   - A"X/XÔ„+1      -*     NXIXQn+l^M

where g is any homeomorphism and Q = ü^fO, 1] = /" X Qn+X.

2. Measure preserving homeomorphisms. Theorem 1 may be of interest to ß-rnani-

fold topologists; however our interest in this result was motivated by its applications

to the study of measure preserving homeomorphisms of M.

Let ju. be a nonatomic normalised Borel measure on M which is locally positive (i.e.

positive on open sets). Let %(M) he the set of homeomorphisms of M onto itself,

and % (M) the subset of /x-preserving homeomorphisms of M. The metric d(h, g)

= supxeMd(h(x), g(x)) + supxeMd(h~l(x), g~\x)) for h, g G %(M) makes

%(M) a complete metric space (and %AM) is a closed subset of %(M)). For

A C M let %(M, A) = {ft G %(M): h is the identity on A).

Proposition. Let M be a compact connected Hilbert cube manifold and let v be any

o-finite Borel measure on M. If F is a closed nowhere dense subset of M, then

{A G %(M): vh(F) = 0} is a dense §s set in %(M).

Proof. Let /),,.. .,Dk he a covering of M by sets homeomorphic to Q and such

that v(dD,) = 0, i = \,...,k. If iG{\,...,k) and j G N define £(/, j) = {h G

%(M): v(hF ft D,) < \/j). Then {A G %(M): vh(F) = 0} = H, ,£(/, j). We need

to show that £(/', j) is open and dense.

Given g G %(M), the set gF ft D, is closed nowhere dense in D¡. By Theorem 7

[O-P] with 3Z), a Z-set in D¡, we can find an arbitrarily small homeomorphism

/ G %(D¡; dD¡) such that v(fgF ft D¡) < \/j. Extend/to M by setting/equal to the

identity outside Dt. Then fg G £(/, /) and, since / is small, fg is close to g, proving

£(/, j) is dense.
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The subset £(/, j) is open: let A0 G £(/, j). Then we can find an open set

U D h0(F) ft Di so that v(U) < \/j. Choose A G %(M) sufficiently close to A0 so

that h(F) ft D, G U also. Then A G £(/, j). This completes the proof of the Proposi-

tion.

Hence we can assume in Theorem 1 that v(<b(Q X {1})) = 0. Thus, M contains a

set M' homeomorphic to Q X [0,1) with v(M\M') — 0. We now apply this

refinement of Theorem 1 to obtain the following extension to M of the homeomor-

phic measures theorem for Q (cf. [O-P, Theorem 1]).

Theorem 2. Let p and v be two nonatomic, normalised, locally positive Borel

measures on M, a compact connected Hilbert cube manifold. Then there is A G %(M)

such that p(E) = vh(E) for all Borel sets E G M.

Proof. By applying the refinement of Theorem 1 to the sum measure p + v, we

may assume that p(^(Q X {1})) — v($(Q X {1})) = 0. We define measures p' and

v' on Q X [0,1] by setting p'(E) = p®(E) and v'(E) = i>$(E) for each Borel set

E G Q X [0,1]. Then p', v' are nonatomic, normalised, locally positive Borel mea-

sures on Q X [0,1] which are zero on the face B = Q X {1}. Hence, by [O-P, The-

orem 1], there is A' G %(Q X [0,1]; B) such that p' = v'h'. Then the map A = $A'4>_l

is a homeomorphism of M which fixes <&(Q X {1}), and for which p = vh.

We can also use Theorem 1 to obtain a measure preserving Luzin type theorem for

M (cf. [O-P, Theorem 5] for the Hilbert cube case).

Theorem 3. Let p be a nonatomic, normalised, locally positive Borel measure in M.

Let T be an invertible Borel measurable and p-preserving transformation of M onto

itself. For each e > 0 there exists a p-preserving homeomorphism A G %(M) such that

p({x G M: hx ¥= Tx}) < e.

Proof. Assuming that p($(Q X {1})) = 0 define the measure p' in Q X [0,1] by

setting p'(E) = p(<b(E)) for each Borel set E G Q X [0,1]. Then p' is a nonatomic

normalised locally positive Borel measure in Q which is zero on the face B = Q X {1}.

Define

fx=U       ifxGUnezT"^(B),
[ Tx    otherwise.

Then fx = Tx p-a.e. x G M and Tx = x for x G $(B) and T = $"'f $ defines an

invertible ju '-preserving Borel measurable transformation of Q X [0,1] onto itself.

Hence by [O-P,Theorem 5], there is A' G %(Q X [0,1]; B) a p' preserving homeo-

morphism of Q X [0,1] onto itself such that p'{x G Q X [0,1]: h'x # T'x) < e.

Setting A = <PA'<t>"' gives us the required /x-preserving homeomorphism A of M so

that p{x G M: hx ¥= Tx) < e.

Theorem 1 can also be used to extend the results of Alpern [A2] to study generic

properties of measure preserving homeomorphisms of a compact connected Hilbert

cube manifold. Indeed such an extension was anticipated in [A2] but requires our

Theorem 1.
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For ju. a nonatomic, normalised locally positive Borel measure on M, let 91t( M) be

the set of invertible /¿-preserving Borel measurable transformations of M onto itself.

On 91l(M) we put the Halmos weak topology (see [A,] or [A2]).

Theorem 4. Let Q C 91t(M) be any conjugate invariant subset ofGM,(M) which is a

dense §s set in Gf\L(M) with the weak topology. Then G ft % AM) is a dense @s in

%AM) with the topology of uniform convergence.

Proof. In [A2,p. 26], Alpern proves the result for the Hilbert cube Q and any

locally positive, nonatomic, normalised Borel measure. He also shows that the same

proof applies when the space (M, d, p) is obtained from the Hilbert cube by making

identifications on a face.

Hence, since as a measure space (M, p) is just a Lebesgue space, we can thus

assert for example, the existence of ju-preserving homeomorphisms of M which are

ergodic or weak mixing.
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